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A B S T R A C T

Today, the Internet is a public, cooperative, and self-sustaining facility accessible 

to hundreds of millions of people worldwide. It allows people to share information and 

work together. Millions of pages of information can be accessed easily. In Central 

Philippine University, student organizations have their separate websites. The group 

decided to create a website wherein all the recognized organizations are centralized.

Student organizations within the university are not left behind by this 

improvement and website is a proof for this though not organizations recognized by the 

university have its own website. A website is one way of promoting an organization. 

Organization’s officials spread their upcoming agenda by posting it to their website.

The CPU Student Organizations Interactive Website is designed to create a 

centralized website for all the recognized organizations in Central Philippine University. 

The core function of the system is to provide a customized wizard to each newly 

recognized organization from which they can create their own page. Its other function is 

its capability to post announcements and upcoming activities of respective organization. 

Its additional features which also play a major role in the system are the chat, the email, 

the guest book and the voting poll. The wizard comprises the organization’s history, 

mission/vision, achievements, their logo, photo galleries, schedule of activities and 

currently elected officers. Presidents were given privileges to upload pictures for their 

organizations. Online application of membership can also be done by anyone who has 

access in the Internet.


